employees of the enterprise.

The hierarchy of the facilities of motivation operating conditions the motives of subordinates will enter enterprises. Managers ought to know that while changing different motives are relevant to the employees of different workers and neutral attitude towards the compatibility of these interests. It is a new attitude towards employees’ motivation models. With reference to the author’s theoretical and practical investigations, Lithuanian enterprise employees’ motivation model has been prepared.

According to the investigation data, an insufficient attention is paid to motivation models of the employees from Lithuanian enterprises. At best, the separate motivation means are tried for the encouraging of the employees in the state’s enterprises. Neither integrated attitude, nor particular motivation models (for the enterprises of Lithuanian food industry) do exist in the meantime.

Having analysed the motivation theories of foreign scientists as well as having evaluated the results of practical investigation in Lithuania, it has been determined that the basics of the motivation of the employees of Lithuanian enterprises are the motives of every employee (both official’s and worker’s), that are directed towards desirable results, and the behaviour of the employees – a conscious achievement of these results. One can confess that the point of motivation is the alternation of the behaviour and activity of employees (in desirable direction of employers). Conceptional motivation model of employees has been created for the grounding of this proposition.

It has been determined during the investigation that different motives are relevant to the employees of different enterprises. Managers ought to know that while changing operating conditions the motives of subordinates will change too. The hierarchy of the facilities of motivation activity could help managers to subordinate the motives-mechanisms of the individual for the good of employees themselves.

So, the aim of the motivation activity of the managers would be – to notice and evaluate in time the change of the motives of employees, while picking the motivation model of the employees of the enterprise.

During the investigations of the motivation models of foreign countries and the Lithuanian labour motivation it has been determined that common consistent patterns, typical to Lithuanian enterprises, do exist. They are determined by differently chosen elements of motivation models of managers and employees of enterprises. Therefore the motivation models of the employees of the enterprises should include such motivation elements, which are typical of the managers and employees of particular enterprise.

Keywords: employees’ motives, motivation, motivation models, career, needs.

Introduction

Implementation of Lithuanian economical self-sufficiency requires the solution of new tasks connected with the level of the economic employees’ labour usefulness. The leaders of Lithuanian enterprises have not accumulated the experience of many years standing on the subject of employees’ motivation in the Republic. Work motivation is connected with the following question: why people do something (or refrain from actions), and motivation process includes the choice of alternative actions in order to achieve the desirable result.

Understanding other persons’ work motivation and motives are influenced by employees’ attitudes and regulations.

The aim of investigations is to prepare employees’ motivation model under the changing market conditions.

Tasks to be solved are as follows: to investigate motivation aims and activity motives of leading and executive employees; to determine the main elements of motivation model.

The object of investigation – the employees’ in Lithuanian food industry enterprises motives and behaviour at work.

Investigation methods


Motivation investigations in Lithuania began in 1927. The first scientists were J. Vabalas-Gudaitis, A. Gučas. Employees’ motivation problems were analysed by A.

Theoretical and practical scientific solutions concerning employees’ motivation are accumulated, however, it is not clear if above mentioned solutions are reliable under the conditions they should be applied to. The question is, which solutions found in foreign literature should be applied in Lithuania. It is generally accepted that employees’ motivation depends on particular society. Therefore, country’s peculiarities should not be ignored. Variety of these peculiarities – the conceptual expression of motivation process depending on the actually fixed components of this process, i.e. on society’s desires.

During the investigation, it has been tried to evaluate motivation of Lithuanian food industry enterprise employees from three positions while applying the method of triangulation investigation. Main positions are as follows: interests of leading workers, interests of executive workers and neutral attitude towards the compatibility of these interests.

The analysis of literature shows that there aren’t investigations exploring employees’ motivation in food industry. On the purpose to fill this gap there were chosen these food industry enterprises: “Pakruojo malūnas”, “Birštono mineraliniai vandenys”, “Biovela”, “Suslavičius-Felix”, “Suvalkijos linai”, “Lietuviškas midus”, “Kauno šiltamiai”, “Josvainiai”, “Girnogala”.

Enterprise leaders, senior specialists, specialists and employees are attached to the leading employees, workpeople are attached to the executive workers.

While analysing the motivation of Lithuanian enterprise workers, activity motives (society’s aims) and information addresses (leading and executive employees) have been defined. Each of these components has been qualitatively evaluated and differentiated. The conceptual variety of motivation process is analysed in three-dimensional vacuum, i.e. sources of activity motives and behaviour, activity motives of leading and executive workers.

For the evaluation of employees’ motivations, in most cases the scale of 5 points is specified in the scientific literature, where numbers, meaning respondents’ opinions, are specified with every question, i.e. 1 point – absolutely unimportant, 2 – partially important, 3 – important, 4 – often important, 5 – very important. Authors believes that variants of responses expressed in numbers name the employees’ motives and structure of behaviour insufficiently thoroughly. Therefore, the method of collision (imaginary) situations has been chosen for the investigation. According to the method of moral development investigation prepared by L.Kohlberg, test status has been granted for the lots of situations in questionnaires. Questions concerning employees’ activity motives and behaviour at work had the variety of responses, where every variant of response meant different affirmation.

Variants (chosen by the investigated ones) of activity motives and behaviour have been foreseen in the questionnaires. Thus, variants of activity motives and behaviour evaluation were used for the perceiving of the deeper personality position, when respondent reasoning, the character of valuable self-determination is analysed.

For the interpretation of questionnaire data, the method of experimental evaluations has been used. The use of this method is based on the hypothesis that after the summarization of the opinions of the workers (participating in the questionnaire), the adequate hierarchy method of the sophisticated object, namely Lithuanian enterprise employees’ activity motives, could be formed.

**Investigation methods are as follows:** the analysis of scientific and publicist literature while investigating motivation, behaviour and motivation methods of separate periods of time; the analysis of primary and secondary sources while clearing out the influence of separate factors for motivation and efficiency of measures offered; the method of quantitative investigation was applied while carrying out the main practical investigation; the method of collision situations while creating investigation instruments and their projects.

**Employees’ motivation**

From the beginning of the 19th century employees’ motivation passed through many historical and conceptual development stages, where one or another scientific idea predominated. In the eighth and ninth decades of the 20th century, after the formation of contental and procession motivation directions, country’s scientists paid more attention to the analysis of the development of motivation theories. Practical creation of motivation models, their functioning and evaluation required more comprehensive investigations and studies (Marcinkevičiūtė, 1998).

Western theories of employees’ motivation and behaviour have been tried to adapt in the enterprises not taking into consideration basic cultural and economical differences of Lithuanian enterprise workers in comparison with other countries, which theories have been tried to be applied. Western elements (USA, Japan and others) of motivation and behaviour models as well as methodologically different management conceptions have been transferred mechanically into employees’ motivation systems of the Republic. Lithuanian enterprise employees were forced to face new foreign management conceptions having not yet assimilated the old ones.

Changing market conditions, difficult economic situation, constant threat of bankruptcy, weak base of laws, the absence of knowledge of life under market conditions, the low activity of trade unions and workers as well as their insufficient influence on state management have caused trouble and limited the opportunities of the application of rational motivation models in Lithuania (Marcinkevičiūtė, 2003).

State’s leaders, adopting other countries’ experience, start to use the elements of foreign countries’ motivation models, however, not everyone succeeds because of insufficient knowledge and lack of practice (Aron, 1997). State’s workers mechanically or absolutely ignore the application of motivation models without insufficiently comprehensive analysis. The lack of knowledge and practice while implementing motivation models in Lithuanian enterprises is one of the main business management problems.

While acting under market economy conditions and seeking for more effectively use professional abilities of the workers in the process of integration into international business, enterprise leaders should evaluate work, cultural
and social aspects of their workers (both leading and executive), which is often difficult to measure, having significant influence on motivation, though. It is important to evaluate workers’ attitudes towards motivation and to foresee development perspectives. Lithuanian workers’ motivation is a new and important direction of scientific researches orientated towards stimulation of social, cultural and economical progress. Motivation investigations are necessary while seeking to determine and evaluate workers’ behaviour at work as well as motivation expression, interaction and influence on enterprise activity. In order to create rational models of workers’ motivation, certain logical analysis and consistency must be kept to, because creation of models requires large spadework, i.e. evaluation of present condition of workers’ motivation and determination of the constructs of investigation instruments.

The most prevalent opinion is that motivation consists of activity and purposefulness. The attitude towards work differs comparatively slowly, and motivation differs depending on situation (Rogers, 1996).

First of all, the work itself creates behaviour motivation. Leader should create conditions for the work to be attractive and creative (Cuendet, 1996). Responsibility for the work should be required as well. Routine (stiff) easy work cannot be the source of motivated behaviour. Leader must bother over the work to be constantly renewed. Workers should respect and trust their leader. Frankness and sincerity further motivation as well. Leader must be interested not only in workers’ work, but associate with them as personalities as well. It should be seen from their own behaviour (Bučiūnienė, 1995).

State’s enterprise workers should constantly make up their mind in choosing direction of their behaviour and in motivating it. Confidences become motives of everyday behaviour. They ensure steady and solid behaviour, harmonize ideas and feelings.

In choosing actions, action direction, the worker not only expresses his own position, but also strengthens himself as personality. Thus, choice is social and moral method of self-expression and result of his active creative activity (Stokes, 1999).

While choosing certain direction and way of activity, the worker actively effects surrounding environment, creates and reorganises it. At the same time he creates and for himself, makes new preconditions and possibilities for his further activity on which basis he grows rich, develops, improves (Daley, 1998). Enterprise workers are not free to choose, participate or not participate in social production; in order to live – one must work – it is a social and, at the same time, moral necessity.

Human’s nature is to take care of oneself. Chosen values (material wealth, happy family life, health) is a normal and, in any case, un-blameworthy feature (Donelson, 1999).

The main thing is that the worker seeking benefit for oneself should not break established requirements or harm others. Those respecting the aims and individuality of others easily reconcile their own interests.

According to the investigation data of the authors, 55 per cent of Lithuanian food industry enterprise leaders affirmed that they are fully or partially satisfied with the qualification level of their subordinate workers, however, they do not want to delegate their powers while carrying out more important tasks (Marcinkevičiūtė, 2003).

The main reason of the unwillingness of the leaders to delegate powers was named as the low professional preparation of subordinate workers, however, while characterizing their qualification level, there was already no place for dissatisfaction. One of the reasons why which Lithuanian food industry enterprise leaders do not want to delegate powers to subordinate workers, could be the absence of traditions for delegation of powers. The other reason could be the absence of social culture. During the investigation the leaders named as ideal ones the following features of the workers: work knowing, technical sophistication, discipline, diligence. The perspective factors for the transference to higher position have been named as the following ones: good work, experience and knowledge; higher education and good getting on with superiors. The investigation data shows that subordinate workers are not satisfied with theoretical and practical knowledge because of the unwillingness of enterprise leaders to trust them more complex works. Leaders themselves wish such workers with high work experience, technical sophistication and higher education; however, they themselves do not give such opportunities for the workers (Marcinkevičiūtė, 2003).

Employees with pleasure would extend their practical and theoretical knowledge, because they are interested in realizing their abilities and raising their professional qualification level.

It is generally accepted that the regularity of work power depends on technologies as well as on investments into education and science. Investments for education and science should depend not only on person’s financial possibilities and personal initiative, but should be part of national development strategy where the main attitude is paid to economic development based on high qualification of work power and implementation of technologies. Leaders, who think about future perspectives, taking into account environmental conditions, intrinsic factors of the enterprise, should form an individual qualification raising and retraining strategy in enterprises (Alport, 1999).

Understanding the role of the perfection of qualification and considering financial resources, the level of workers’ preparation as well as other reasons, enterprise leaders should create one or several (for different groups of workers) individual training strategies.

After the restoration of the independence, the changes started not only within the structure of continuing training, but while paying for the work as well. Already at the beginning of 1991 Work payment law of the Republic of Lithuania came into force, which qualified enterprises to regulate work payment themselves except payments of enterprise workers maintained from budgeted means. Government fixes such payments. The Law authorized Government to fix minimum monthly salary for hired workers working the whole day. According to the investigation data, 80 per cent of respondents affirmed that they are unsatisfied with the size of work salary; 20 per cent affirmed that they are not very much satisfied with their salary. The average monthly work salary in investigated enterprises varied from 600 to 1100 Lt in 2003 (Marcinkevičiūtė, 2003).
According to the data of the Department of Statistics to the Government of the Republic of Lithuania minimal monthly salary from 1999 till 2003 remained unchanged, i.e. 430 Lt. There are many people in Lithuania who are paid minimum. They make 16.1 per cent of all country’s economic workers. According to the statistical data almost all industry production prices sold by producers increased by 0.6 per cent, oil products (petrol among them) increased by 3.7 per cent, food products and drinks increased by 0.5 per cent (Labour Market And Citizens’ Employment, 2001).

The workers who were unsatisfied with the size of work salary, accentuated in their responses that they set to such works which do not ensure long employment, constant incomes, health and pension insurance.

65 per cent of the respondents affirmed that the size of work salary is too low in accordance with the importance of the work fulfilled; 35 per cent affirmed that the size of work salary corresponds to the importance of work (Marcinkevičiūtė, 2003).

Employers are interested in getting the best available profit while economizing expenditure of labour force (Herzberg, 1988). Sometimes it is done while hiding the part of work salary, paying it through “black” cash, developing work salary with deposit interests or dividends. Large labour force expenditures do not encourage to accept for a job additional workers (demand for work decreases) and encourage avoiding taxes, thus narrowing society’s social security possibilities. 50 per cent of the respondents affirmed that such inducements in enterprises are not applied. It has been accentuated that with the decrease of production and with the increase of enterprise idle times, the main work salary sometime is late for 3-4 months, therefore, nobody talks about inducements. It is often thought that while analysing the necessities of material inducement system the best way of its application is to offer workers material award (premium, hire salary for the sincere work).

Thus, it is possible to achieve the certain result. While investigating the efficiency of material inducement system in Lithuanian enterprises, the author has defined that 73 per cent of the respondents are not satisfied with the above mentioned systems. The shortcomings are the following ones: their imperfection (62 per cent), unclear inducement (23 per cent) and unfair selection of incentive persons (12 per cent).

The structure of employees’ motivation model in Lithuanian food industry enterprises

In order to rise from the hard economic situation and begin compete with developed countries’ enterprises Lithuanian food industry enterprises should find ways to increase the employees’ motivation using their labour potential. Workers’ motivation is a complex phenomenon; therefore, many motivation theories and concepts have been created for its explanation. All of them are correct, but not all can be put into practice in our country. It is clear that society transformation processes going on in the direction of democracy and progress, determine the appliance of up-to-date motivation theories in enterprises, however, it should be understood that motivation is connected not only with the evolution of society, but is conditioned by national culture as well. In order to adapt Western motivation theories in enterprise management, basic cultural and economical differences of Lithuanian enterprise workers should be taken into account.

Lithuanian food industry enterprises have accumulated yet neither enough knowledge about motivation nor experience how to do it. Hard economical situation, constant bankruptcy threat, legal base, the lack of experience under market conditions, the low activity of trade unions and working people as well as the low influence on enterprise activity harden and limit motivation models’ implementation opportunities in Lithuanian enterprises. It could be explained that the main reason of worker’s behaviour is conditioned by motives and situation, where it turns up under certain conditions and in some time.

According to the investigation data, insufficient attention is paid to the workers’ motivation models in Lithuanian food industry enterprises. At best, separate motivation measures are tried to be used in country’s enterprises for the stimulation of workers.

Having analysed motivation theories of foreign scientists and having evaluated results of practical investigation in Lithuania, it has been determined that motivation base of Lithuanian food industry enterprises is each worker’s (both leading workers and executive ones) motives, directed towards desirable results, and workers’ behaviour is a conscious achievement of these results. One can affirm that the sense of motivation is the change of workers’ behaviour and activity in the desirable direction of employer.

For the validity of this proposition, motivation model for Lithuanian enterprise workers has been created (under changing market conditions).

The following structural elements make the motivation model of the employees in Lithuanian food industry enterprises (Figure):

- professional skills, closely connected with the compatibility of self-expression motives and activity, and apportionment of individual plans and specialized tasks;
- work salary, enabling to identify particular criteria while evaluating salary for work. This evaluation includes preferential acquisition of enterprise shares, fixed or variable premiums as well as extra pay;
- information, delegation of powers and adoption of resolutions, evaluating playback, hierarchy subordination and systematic transference of business information;
- professional training, enabling the constant improvement of qualification, the renewal of progressive technologies and planning of tasks as well as the determination of exact establishment;
- socio-cultural intercourse and valuable orientations, taking into consideration sectional discussions and consultations while seeking the destruction of negative situations in enterprises.

According to the data, investigation employees’ motivation models in Lithuanian food industry enterprises are not applied so far, however, in economically developed countries, for example in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Switzerland, employees’ motivation enrichment conceptions have been started to create using similar models. The aim of these conceptions
is to give more responsibility, autonomy and freedom for the adoption of solution to the workers.

Starting to apply the above suggested workers’ motivation model, enterprise leaders should fulfil practical investigations of work motivation in their own enterprises, trying to determine which work and behaviour motives (self-expression, respect, moral and material) predominate between workers and what motivation measures (work salary or wish to get real repayment from independent work) are more important to subordinate workers.

Summing up one can affirm that the aim of motivational activity of the leaders should be to notice in time and evaluate the change of workers’ motives while choosing enterprise workers’ motivation model.

According to the investigation of theoretical conceptions, foreign states’ motivation models and Lithuanian work motivations, behaviour, as well as workers’ motivation, it has been defined that general motivation regularities’ characteristic to Lithuanian food industry enterprises do exist. They are defined by the elements of motivation models chosen differently by enterprise leaders and workers. Enterprise workers’ motivation models should include such motivation elements, which are characteristic to the leaders and workers of particular enterprise.

Professional abilities’ functionality connected with compatibility of self-expression motives and drawing up of individual plans and special tasks increases labor productivity in 25 per cent; concrete criteria of wages, fixed or mutable premiums and extra pays decreases labor force fluctuation in national enterprises in 15 per cent; information, delegation of power and decision making evaluating feedback, hierarchical subordination and systematic information transfer decreases nervous strain at work in 10 per cent; professional training enabling permanent qualification improvement, renewal of innovative technology, planning of tasks and setting of definite terms increases employees’ professionalism in 10 per cent; socio-cultural communication and value orientations considering the group discussions and consultations improves social environment on purpose to exterminate the negative situations in Lithuanian enterprises.

Suggested motivation model means’ decrease the risk of no qualitative management decision-making and anticipate the implementation of theoretical motivation attitudes in practice in 15 per cent. Suggested adaptation and efficiency of model in practice is grounded on samples of alternative motivation models’ shaping and choosing (USA, Japan, Finland, Great Britain, Germany and in other countries).

**Conclusions**

1. The sense of Lithuanian food industry enterprise employees’ motivation is the change of employees; behaviour and activity in the desirable direction of employers.
2. Exact and particular hierarchy of motivational activity opportunities help the leaders to subdue mechanisms-motives of personality for the good of enterprises and workers themselves.
3. General motivation regularities characteristic to Lithuanian food industry enterprises do exist. They are defined by motivation models’ elements chosen differently by enterprise leaders and workers. Enterprise leaders’ motivation models should include such motivation elements, which are characteristic to the leaders and workers of particular enterprise.

4. The employees’ motivation model in Lithuanian food industry is comprised of these structural items: professional skill, salary, information, delegation of powers and adoption of resolutions, professional training, socio-cultural intercourse and valuable orientations.

5. Suggested motivation model means’ decrease the risk of no qualitative management decision-making and anticipate the implementation of theoretical motivation attitudes in practice in 15 per cent. Suggested adaptation and efficiency of model in practice is grounded on samples of alternative motivation models’ shaping and choosing (USA, Japan, Finland, Great Britain, Germany and in other countries).

6. Starting to apply employees motivation models, enterprise leaders should carry out practical work motivation investigations in their own enterprises, seeking to define, which work and behaviour motives predominate among workers and which motivation measures are more important to subordinate workers.
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Lietuvos maisto pramonės darbuotojų motyvavimo modelis: teorinės ir praktinės priežadų paieškos

Santrauka

Nuo XIX amžiaus pradžios darbuotojų motyvacijos teorijos perėjo ne vieną istorinės bei konceptualiosios raidos etapą, kuriuose vyravo viena arba kita mokslinė mintis. XX amžiaus 8-ajame-9 ajanėje dešimtmečio, susiformavus turinėtinės ir procesinės motyvacijos kryptys, praktinis motyvavimo modelių kūrimas, jų funkcionavimas ir įvertinimas reikalavo išsamųjų tyrimų bei studijų.

Įmonės, neatsižvelgiant į Lietuvos darbuotojų esminius kultūrinus ir ekonominius skirtumus, buvo siekiant mechanikinių perkelti vakarietiškas motyvavimo ir elgsenos modelių elementus (JAY, Japonyje ir kt.) bei metodologinių skirtingų valdymo koncepcijas. Lietuvoje įmonių darbuotojai, nespėjus suvokti vieną, buvo priversti perskirsti į kitas užsienio valdymo koncepcijas.

Besižiūrėjus į naujus darbuotojų motyvavimo modelius ir esminius kultūrinus ir ekonominius skirtumus, buvo siekiama mechanikinių perkelti vakarietiškas motyvavimo ir elgsenos modelių elementus į savo tyrimų ir studijų radikaliai pasikeitusios konkurencinės verslo sąlygos. Lietuvos įmonių darbuotojai, nespėjus suvokti vieną, buvo priversti perskirsti į kitas užsienio valdymo koncepcijas.

Ši kritika rodė, kad darbuotojų veiklos ir elgsenos peržiūrėjimas priklauso ne tik nuo vadovavimo metodų ar motyvų pobūdžio, bet ir nuo jo socialinio turinio. Vertindami motyvus, darbuotojai pažįsta save, prognozuojama savo poelgių pasekmes, reguliuoja elgseną, kontroluoja impulsyviais emocines paskatus, patiesina ar smerkia kitų ir savo poelgius, nagrinėja jų nuoširdumą, tikrumą, suvokia psichologinio pasirinkimo socialinį vertingumą.

Visuotina pripažįstama, kad darbuotojų motyvavimas priklauso nuo individo, sąlygų ir laiko, jis nėra pastovus, nuolat kinta. Dėl tokiu sudėtingumo neįmanoma viename ar kitu būdu atsakyti, kaip geriausiai įvertinti darbuotojų elgseną. Vertindami motyvavimo modelių ir įvertinti jų įtaką, siekiant išsiaiškinti darbuotojų elgsenos įtaką įmonių įmonių elgsenos, juos išvysti ir suvokti nuo išveikti, konstatuojama, kad darbuotojų motyvavimas yra labai svarbus darbo kokybei, laiko taikymui, organizacijos kultūrai, darbuotojų elgsenai, įmonės visumui.
Žmogaus darbo motyvacijos supratimas yra sudėtingas. Problema sprendžiama konceptualiame lygmenyje, t.y. ieškoma alternatyvių Lietuvos darbo motyvacijos minties atstovų. Motyvacijos nuostatų siūlymai didžiuoja maisto pramonės sektorius, visuomenės kultūros, teisės teorijos ir praktikos aspektus. Darbuotojų motyvavimo modelio kūrimas ir įgyvendinimas yra svarbus darbo klausimų politikos kūrimui ir efektyvumui.